
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

What it ___________, I could not imagine.1. (be)might be

I can't bear to look at your picture often, because it makes the tears come
in my eyes, and you _________________ me to cry.
2.

(not/like)might not like

If by an imperfect character, __________________________ and the man
yet be saved?
3.

(how imperfect/it/be/?)
how imperfect may it be

In this form it _____________ much harm unless taken in considerable
quantity.
4.

(not/do)
may not do

Ah, he ____________ my love!5. (scorn)may scorn

The man, if he follow the law, is always helping, though he
______________ that he is, may even think that he is not.
6.

(not/see)may not see

When they became aware of their own silence they turned to each other
with the gentle haste born of confusion, for each feared that the other
_______________________.

7.

(not/understand)might not understand

And though he were to know all laws, he _____________________ the
principle of love any more readily than he would in one.
8.

(not/discover)
might not discover

____________________ ammonia escaping from manure?9.
(how/we/detect/?)

How may we detect

The answers _____________ what you'd expect!10. (not/be)may not be

The leader ______________ his direction at pleasure.11. (reverse)may reverse

I ___________________ that this was going too far.12. (past/know)might have known

____________ you to give it to her?13. (I/ask/?)May I ask

She _____________ once, perhaps, but not again.14. (come)might come

To this remark we ______________ some exceptions.15. (suggest)may suggest
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_____________________________________ one another?16.
(at what times/the clans/help/?)

At what times might the clans help

You ___________ so cruel that you will enjoy it.17. (grow)may grow

And the name _________ a mere coincidence.18. (be)may be

Or we _______________ Edith to confess.19. (persuade)may persuade

_________________________________________________ a forecast
of his own?
20.

(the fate of that unfortunate sailor/not/be/?)
May not the fate of that unfortunate sailor be
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